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LIFE IS  TOO SHORT TO SET TLE
FOR ANYTHING LESS
Recently named the fastest growing city in the United 

States, Bell Tower sits at the corner of Main & Main in Fort 

Myers, FL. The revitalized space now serves as the ultimate 

lifestyle destination, with a fresh new mix of shopping, dining, 

and entertainment options unique to the area, making it 

a magnetic 18-hour-a-day destination for any visitor. The 

open-air promenade features lush landscaping amid bustling 

common areas and patios, making it the perfect place to sip, 

stroll, shop, dine, and even stir things up — day or night.

Experience more.
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INVITING
adjective

in·vit·ing  |  in-’vī-tiŋ

The warm, alluring energy drawing you in to visit, explore, 

and even stay a while. 

C ONVENIENT

The effortlessness that is having fast-casual and fine dining options,  

specialty retailers, fitness and lifestyle services at your fingertips.

adjective

con·ve·nient  |  k’n-’vēn-y’nt

EXPERIENCE

The adventure of encountering people and places within a space that 

allows you to fully immerse yourself in the experience. 

noun

ex·pe·ri·ence  |  ik-’spir-ē-’n(t)s

OPPORTUNITY

The premier opportunity to redefine a pillar of 

the community. 

noun

op·por·tu·ni·ty  | ’ä-p’r-’tü-n’-tē, -’tyü-
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EXPERIENCE FORT MYERS
With a recent surge of growth led by the housing market, a drop in unemployment rates, and renewed investment in support of 

expanding businesses, it’s no surprise that Fort Myers was recently named the fastest growing city in the U.S. by Forbes Magazine.

DANIELS PARKWAY

BELL TOWER

Chico’s FAS, Inc.
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OVER 50 MILES OF SANDY WHITE BEACHES
FORT MYERS IS HOME TO DIRECT VISITOR SPENDING REACHED

AN ADDITIONAL $ 3 BILLION ANNUALLY
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Fort Myers and the surrounding communities continue to flourish. Affluent full-time residents, seasonal 

visitors and tourists alike share in the success of the growing city and in their demand for a place that suits 

their lifestyle.

* Within a 17-minute drive time from Bell Tower

OR
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The redefined Bell Tower debuts a new, modern, comprehensive design including improved sightlines and 

impactful entrances, coupled with upgraded pedestrian and vehicular wayfinding signage. Updated exterior 

finishes achieve an overall contemporary look for the property.

Bell Tower is home to an elevated merchandising mix, complete with signature retailers, dining and 

entertainment, specialty fitness and lifestyle services.

EXPERIENCE BELL TOWER

With a new magnetic

18-hour-a-day merchandising 

mix, including unique to market 

restaurants, specialty retail, 

fitness and lifestyle service, 

Bell Tower will offer full-time 

and seasonal residents the 

opportunity to experience more 

around the clock.

OWN
WHAT ’S
NEXT
DAY OR NIGHT
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Retail

Fitness

Dining

Lifestyle Service
Entertainment

JOIN THIS MIX:

HAVEN

This elevated merchandising mix will attract new customers, bolster existing shopper loyalty and increase the property’s draw 

within the primary and tertiary market.

EXPERIENCE MORE
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BELL TOWER SHOPS AVENUE

BELL TOWER DRIVE

BANK OF
AMERICA

BELL TOWER DRIVE
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DIRECTIONAL SIGNS

DIRECTIONAL
SIGN

MONUMENT SIGN

MONUMENT
SIGN

DIRECTIONAL
SIGN

MONUMENT SIGN

ENTERTAINMENT USE
LEASE O.F.S.

CENTER
COURT

Introducing the new Bell Tower, a completely transformed, modern lifestyle destination. Enhanced architecture with 

widened entrances and redesigned storefronts improve sight lines from Fort Myers’ busiest intersection. Coupled 

with a new 18-hour-a-day merchandising mix, including unique to market restaurants, specialty retail, fitness and 

lifestyle service, Bell Tower offers full-time and seasonal residents the opportunity to experience more.

Bell Tower   |   13499 U.S. 41, Fort Myers, FL 33907   |   www.belltowerfl.com

LEASING PLAN



belltowerfl.com


